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H inon-
In the 1st session of the 97th Congress, the Subcommittee on Civil

and Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on the Judiciary
undertook a series of hearings on the status of desegregation and
methods of implementation in primary and secondary public schools.'
In announcing these hearings, Chairman Peter W. Rodino, Jr. noted:

It has been nearly a decade since the Committee on the Judiciary fully reviewed
the issues associated with school desegregation!' Much has happened since then.
and I believe it is incumbent upon us to now reassess the progress as well as the
problems_ Accordingly, the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights.
chaired by Don Edwards, will begin a series of coirprehensive hearings on
July 29, I9Si . . . The topics will include the following: the impact of school
desegregation plans on academic and post-educational achievement of minority
and majority students; the impact of such plans on housing patterns and race
relations; the extent of community acceptance after such plans have been put
into effect; the circumstances under which courts and school boards have ordered
busing and other remedies; the extent and cost of school busing to achieve
desegregation and for other purposes.

Chairmen rlwards and I believe the hearings will provide an Appropriate
forum to consider and debate these issues. A full record will be compiled by
hearing from social scientists, educators and lawyers who have done extensive
research on school desegregation, and Members of Congress, school administra-
tors, school board members, teachers and parents from communities that have
come through the process of desegregation. These people can testify from prac-
tical experience about the effectiveness of court-ordered and voluntary plans.

To this end, we invite your assistance, by providing your own comments, and
those of knowledgeable spokespersons from your districts, for it is our Intention
that the hearings provide a fair and responsible expression of all points of view!

WITNESSES

The Subcommittee did hear from witnesses representing all of the
categories described in Chairman Rodino's letter.* Social scientists,
drawing upon a wealth of information and research that has accumu-
lated in the last decade, provided the Subcommittee with a much
needed objective appraisal of the impact of school desegregation on
educational programs, achievement scores, housing patterns, private
school enrollment, and the college and career patterns of minority
students. Based upon this data, those experts were able to offer their
views as to desegregation strategies that appear to maximize educa-
tional benefits while minimizing negative effects,- including public
resistance.

1 By excluding the Issues relating to desegregation in post-secondary public education.
the Subcommittee does not intend to imply nny Ind: of concern regnrding this equally
Important area. Rather, the scope of the Subcommittee's inquiry wns limited solely for pur-
poses of manageability..

3 See -School Busing," Hearing's before Subcommittee No. 5 of the Committee on the
Judiciary. House of Representatives, 92d Congress, 2d session. Serinl No. st... 1972.

3 Dear Colleague from Peter W. Rodino, Jr. to Members of the House of Representatives.
June 17, 1981.

The witnesses ;Innen ring before the Subcommittee were :
September 17, 1981: Congressman Ron Mottl ; Tom Atkins. General Counsel. NAACP

Dr. Jny Robinson. Superintendent. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools: Nnthnn Miner. Pro-
fessor of Education and Sociology. Harrnrd University Grnduate School of }.duration ;
Julius Chambers, President, NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund Inc.

(Continued)
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The Subcommittee heard from school board members and school
superintendents from large urban areas where "minorities" are the
majority, from southern and border state cities that once operated
state-mandated segregated school systems, and from a large western
city which voluntarily ii.stituted a desegregation plan with an element
of mandatory busing. Set eral Members of Congress, representing areas
across the country, testified; most focused on their constituents' dis-
satisfaction with busing as a means of achieving desegregation.

The Subcommittee also heard from counsel for the civil rights orga-
nizations that brought many of the leading cases on school desegrega-
tion; from others who questioned the wisdom of the current judicial
interpretation of equal protection under the Constitution ; from zin
organization of parents and other citizens opposed to busing and the
role the courts have played in the process of desegregating our schools;
from the Chairman of the Commission on Civil Rights. and from
the Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice.

The Subcommittee is well aware that no Congressional hearings
can provide all the information and opinion available on this di% isive
subject. However, the Subcommittee is confident that a full spectrum
of opinions was expressed; that the review of acadrmic research was
sufficiently comprehensive to permit the drawing- of informed conclu-
sions; and that the focus on selected communities provided an accurate
cross-sectional iew of the practical problem-, and successes found in
the real world of school desegregation.

PURPOSE

The report that follows is based upon this record. In the view of
the Subcommittee, this information will add significantly to Congres-
sional considelatiin of issues relating to public school desegregation :
misinformation. and misunderstandings can be replaced with realistic
assessment; problems can be identified and dealt with without fore-
saking the larger goal.

The Subcommittee also believes that with greater knowledge will
come greater acceptance of a national policy in fa% or of effective rem
(Continued)

September 21. 19s1 . Congresso oman Rabbi Fiedler. C..rigressinan Parren Mitchell. Pro-
fessor Gary Orlield, University of Illinois and Brookings log1001011.

Septenmer 23. 19s1 emigre...mon Jame.. t ungre..man Norman Shmilay Dr.
Diana Pearce. Center for National Policy Catholik 11-n0 . Dr. 'Mini Armor.
Rand Corporation Christine itossell. Professor. Department of Political &fence. 10,stOn
University.

October 7. I9S1 . Dr Arthur Flemming. Chairman. I' S.. Commi.ssion on CIO Right.
October 14. 19SI Congressmnn Robin Beard. Jame. Blackburn. Nlmber. Board of Edu

ration. Meinphi so Maxine Smith. President. Heard of Mint: en. Memphis.. NAACP Mem
phi., Expel:tire Secretary S 17111111 Ilitt1111111 President. Snaffle School Board

October 19. 19SI . Dr. Robert L. Crain, Principal Research Scientist, Center for Social
Organization of School.. John Hopkins Univer.it% . t r Norman Miller. Profe..or o' Py-
ehologv. University of Southern California. Dr. Meier Weinberg. Direct..r. Horace :Mini
Bond Center for Equal Education. University of Nlasqlielietts.

Deto',er 21. 19S1 . Willis D. Hawley. Dean Geor.e. Peabodi College for narittr.. Vander
hilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, Dr. James MePartland. Center for Sok hil Organiza-
tion of Sofro's. The Johns 'looking I-nicer:4h%

0e;ober 29. 19st Dr. Joseph Johnson, Sunerhitendent, Red Chic onsolidated School
ilistrler. Wilmington. Delon are William I) (Mario. No,lonal .1..oi lotion for Nefehlmrh^nd
Schools. Wilmington, Delaware, Profe.sor Jeffrey Raffel. College of Urban Affairs. rill
ver.ltv of Delawn re

November 4. 19SI : Dr. Robert Wentz. Superintendent. St. Lana: Majorie Weir. Chair
man. Board of Education. St. Louis Schnobi; Congressman Bill Emerson

November 19. I9S1. Congre..wornan Mary Rose Dakar. Bradford Re, (intik
A..istnnt Attorney General for Civil Right.; Division.

The Subcommittee intend, to continue these oversight hearings into the Session. at
which time additional witnesses will be heard.
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edies for school desegregation. The experience thus far supports this
conclusion. One federal judge, James It McMillan of North Carolina,
who handed down one of the first decisions involving busing 5 told a
Senate Subcommittee of his study of the facts:

We tend to deal on an emotional level with a problem which constitutionally is
essentially a question of fact ... [A]bout 20 years ago, ... I made some remarks
to the effect that I hoped that we would be forever saved from the folly of trans-
porting children from one school to another for the purpose of maintaining racial

balance of students in each school.
Well, that expressed my feelings. Five years later I got in the position where I

had to act on something that was based on fact and law rather than feelings.
Senator Ervin, for whom I have tremendous admiration and respect and who in

effect appointed me to my present job, had essentially the same views then that
I did then. I have had to spend some thousands of hours studying the subject
since then and have been brought by pressure of information to a different
conclusion`

Facts can also change the way the public feels about desegregation
and busing. For example, polls indicate that parents whose children
are being bused for desegregation have far more positive views about
the experience than do citizens whose opinions are based on more re-
mote involvement with the issue.' Likewise, researchers in Wilming-
ton, Delaware found that as the desegregation experience came closer
to home, parents evaluated those experiences higher; i.e. although
parents tended to rate the school system poorly, at the same time, they
viewed their own child's school as good or excellent.8

Finally, these hearings and the synthesis of findings they contain
can provide guidanen to othersschool board members, judges, and
members of the Executive Branchwho are struggling with the
problem of fashioning effective, publicly acceptable, and educationally
sound desegregation plans.

CONTEXT

Since 1972, the focus of school desegregation has altered significantly
in this country. Much of the South is now effectively desegregated;
where once busing was used to achieve segregation, it is now used to
sustain a desegregated system. In the North, the continuing exodus of
whites front the inner city has left large concentrations of minority
students in financially bankrupt school systems. Meaningful system-
wide desegregation within those cities has become statistically impos-
sible unless remedies extending to districts beyond city borders are
imposed.

The ability and willingness of the federal government to seek de-
segregation has altered. The alternative of administrative enforce-
ment (through withholding of federal financial assistance by the De-
partment of Education) has all but been eliminated.' Within the past
year, the Justice Department has abandoned advocacy of many ef-
fective remedies, has rejected or diluted prosecution of several major
cases, and appears to have initiated no new investigation.1°

IStcann v. Charlotteifeekleithurg Board of Education, 402 C.S. 1 (1971).
"Testimony I...fore the Seeste Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on the Separa-

tion of Powers. October 16, 1981.
School Opl.egregation. Hearings before the Subcommittee on ChB and Constitutional

Rights of the Committee on the Judiciary lio se of Repre.entath es. 97th Congress. First
Session (hereinafter referred to as "hearings ") at p. 4.

Mid at pp. 456.464-467 : 510.
The Esc!: Amendment. 20 I S.C.. l 1714(a) (1973) : the Byrd Amendment. 42 U.S.C.

2060.1 (1976) and the Eagleton Bitten Amendment. 42 C.S.C. t1976) taken together
have pre% ented the Department of Education from requiring school desegregation.

'° See discussion infra, at pp. 21-25,

6
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All of these indications of retreat have come during a decade when
numerous communities have peacefully and successfully desegregated
their school systems: the fruits of that effort are now being realized
by millions of students. The irony of this juxtaposition can be ex-
plained by the paucity of knowledge about what really has been hap-
pening. The information has been available, but most have chosen to
ignore it. It was the hope of this Subcommittee that these hearings
will help to reverse this trend.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Misunderstandings as to what the constitution requires, what the
courts have ordered and why, have contributed significantly to public
confusion and opposition to certain methods for achieving desegrega-
tion. For example, the rhetoric often implies that feller: d courts have
ordered desegregation simply upon a showing of unintentional racial
imbalance within a school, and that mandatory methods (particularly
busing) have been ordered even though voluntary methods would
achieve the same or better results.

In fact, the law requires far moreit is only segregation that has
been deliberately established or aggravated by state action that falls
within constitutionl proscriptions," and courts have ordered manda-
tory remedies only after finding that voluntary methods have failed
and willsontinue to fail to achieve desegregation.

The Chairman of the p.S. Commission on Civil Rights well shin-
marized this point:

The courts found the mere presence of segregation, de facto segregation, to be
inadequate evidence of a violation in instances where there was an absence of
State laws requiring school arbregation. In 1972. the Supreme Court in Keyes
examined the concept of de jure segregation and held that in addition to laws
requiring segregation it includes deliberate actions taken by school officials,
local officials, or State officials that create or support dual systems of educa-
tion. The Court recognized that school board Policies and practices regarding
"school site location, school size, school renovations and additions, student-
attendance zones, student assignment and transfer options, mobile classroom
units, transportation of students, assignment of faculty and staff." could be
employed to create or maintain school segregation. Since this decision was
rendered, any school district that has been found to be segregated as a result
of actions taken by public officials has been under the same obligation to desegre-
gate as are those that were segregated by State law.

It is important to underscore that courts have imposed orders requiring the
reassignment and where necesEary, the transportation of students only where a
violation of the 14th amendment by government officials has been judicially
determined ;Ind where other school desegngation methods have proven inade-
quate to remedy the violation. Litigation in individual school desegregation
cases generally imolves numerous evidentiary hearings and multipie judicial
decisions which cover a number of years. Before ordering any remedy, Federal
cases generally involves numerous evidentiary hearings and multiple judicial
district courts have uniformly required local school authorities to develop their
own plans for school desegregation. Judges have ordered implementation of
specific remedies only when school districts have failed or refused to .propose
plans that will effectively eliminate the vestiges of segregation in their schools.

The meaning of Brown must be clearly understood by those examining the
process of school desegregation. It does not require quality education for all
children nor does it mandate racial balance. Although school districts should

',For a description of the kinds of deliberate. segrecati%e activities that hare justified
remedial orders from federal courts. see the memorandum prepared by the Center fur
National Policy Revieu. Hearings at p. 261. et seq. and the testimony of Toni Atkins.
Hearings at p. 34 et seq.

.7
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seek, as a part of a desegregation plan, to improve the quality of education,
they are not required constitutionally to do so. All they are required to do is to
break up the segregated system. Also, contrary to allegations made by some
opponents of desegregation no Federal judge has required a single school
district to achieve racial balance in all of the schools in the district. Again,
all that is required is to break up the segregated system.

The crux of Brown is simply this: officially imposed segregation in education
discriminates against minority children and denies them the right to equal edu-
cational opportunity which is guaranteed by the United States Constitution.
Desegregation is the constitutional remedy mandated by the Supreme Court. In
interpreting this mandate, Judge John Minor Wisdom noted "The only school
desegregation plan that meets constitutional standards is one that works."
Stated another way, a right without an effective remedy is meaningless."

LOCAL LEADERSHIP

The importance of local leadership in the desegregation process was
emphasized by many of the witnesses, particularly those testifying as
to the experience in their own communities. Where local officials-mem-
bers of the school board, the superintendent of schools, the mayor, the
media, and others in a position to influence public opinion--expressed
their support for the rule of law and the need to make a desegrega-
tion plan "work," public acceptance was greatly enhanced and the
quality of education was improved."

Even where the support was belated, and followed years of open
resistance, this leadership made an important difference." In cities
where those officials denounced the court, called upon parents to aban-
don the public schools, and otherwise fed the fears of an anxious
community, the public reacted accordinglyopen resistance continued
and the movement out of the public school system was exacerbated."
This weakening effect on the community's belief in its school system
has proved to be so profound that it appears to continue even after
the purported cause of the white flightbusinghas been with-
drawn."'

The failure and refusal of school officials to avoid segregative
actions, to take the initiative once the problem has been identified,
or to devise adequate plans once a constitutional violation has been
judicially established, created the void that the courts reluctantly
have filled. In those unusual instances where the local community
did assume its responsibility, the benefits to the community were
significant. In St. Louis, for example, the Board of Education, when

" Testimony of Dr. Arthur Flemming, Hearings at pp. 246-247. See also testimony of
Tom Atkins. Hearings at p. i32 et seq.

"This conclusion accords with the principal findinF of the 1976 report of the U.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights, fulfilling the Letter and Sprit of the law. That report, based on
studies. hearings and surveys of school desegregation in hundreds of school districts.
found that "school desegregation does work and one of the principal ingredients for its
success is positive local leadership." Testimony of Dr. Arthur Flemming, Hearings at
p. 247.

fl See testimony of Dr. Jay Robinson, Superintendent of Schools, Charlotte1fecklen-
burg County, Hearings at p. 17 et seq.

"See, for example, testimony of Tom .ttkins. Hearings at pp. 41-42.
" Predictions were made by school officials. and former Board member Congresswoman

Robb! Fiedler. that the enrollment of white children in Los Angeles would increase sub-
.4.11.21ally following the abandonment of that city's school desegregation plan. One wit-
ness was SO confident that this would occur that he testified

"For those who do not believe in white flight. I think it is important to recognize that
in the first major cltf to stop mandatory busing, there has been a significant increase in
white enrollment in p schools that were being bused before."

Testimony of David Armor Hearings at pp. 216-217. However, statistics released by
the Los Angeles school board and submitted to the Subcommittee indicate otherwise. See
Hearings, pp. 176-177.
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confronted with a choice as to whether to further appeal a court order
to desegregate :

came to a decision aimed at serving the best interests of the St. Louis
community. That decision was not to appeal and to put our full and sincere
effort toward an educationally sound and effective desegregation plan. And
with the cooperation of many civic, religious. and minim' lenders the St. Louis
community accepted, 2ind, in some cases. rallied behind the effort to comply
with the orders of the court in a responsible and law abiding way.

None of this was easy. All of it required sonlie change or sacrifice from some-
one. but leadership had decided to build rather than to destroy. The citizens.
especially our students. made that decision work. In fact, on the first day of
school at Soldan High School, the local students greeted those arriving on the
buses with ribbons carrying the slogan, -Let's make it work."

No more apt slogan could hale been found for the attitude with which respon-
sible people approached the chaillenge. As a result. the name of our city is not
a Smear on America's face."

Describing the even greater latitude available to a community that
creates its own desegregation plan, without the intervention of the
courts, the President of the School Board in Seattle testified:

We were able to develop the processes by which a citizen W0111(1 be involved
without having to ask an external body. We developed the definition of what
constituted a racially-Unbalanced school. We were able to get the citizen Input
to put it together with what would be educationally-sound strategies.

We do have, for example, the ability for education with sound reasons to
maintain some schools which are and continue to be racially imbalanced.

One good example is our bilingual orientation center. We have so many
Asian immigrants who are moving into the area that we maintain a school
for them to be in no longer than about ten weeks. But we have to maintain
this for the orientation because they are new to the country. They need some
opportunity to bridge the cultures initially and learn some things . . .

My concern would be that if we were under court order we would not have
the opportunity to make educationally-sound strategies our uppermost goal.
Education is what we are about and not busing.'

An absence of community involvement and consultation, even when
self-imposed, breeds public resentment to a court order, even where
the methods of desegregation are not in themselves onerous. In New
Castle County, Delaware (metropolitan Wilmington), for example,
the busing plan ordered by the court involves suburban children for
only three out of their twelve years in public school : aside from school
closings caused by declining enrollments, during the remaining nine
years, the concept of neighborhood schools is generally adhered to.
Nevertheless, many suburban parents oppose the desegregation plan.
Voicing these concerns. the President of the National Association for
Neighborhood Schools not only indicated his opposition to busing as
.1. desegregation remedy, but took the position that the intervention of
the courts into the school system has damaged education in New
Castle County:

[TA° Issue is not just transportation: it never is. In that respect busing is
a misnomer. The issue is a perception of what has happened to the quality of
education. The issue among many of the people that I associate with, my col-
leagues, is a feeling of constitutional perversion, a feeling that the law has been
distorted, a feeling that Government is doing something it has no business
doing and has no business forcing upon people. It is 1111 tied in together.'

However, it is the belief of this Snbcommittee that the resentment
borne of losing control over one's educational system accounts for

"Testimony of Robert Wentz. Hearings. at p. 577.
18 Testimony of Suzanne Mittman, Hearings at pp. 377-378.
". Testimony of William D'Ono:rio. Hearings at p. 517.

9
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much of this negative perception. As evidence described in the section
that follows indicates, in many cases, including New Castle County,"
educationll Quality has in fact.improVed under the impetus of desegre-
gation. It is not the cogrts that are to be blamed for this absence of
invoh ement, but rather, the local officials v%ho fail to assume their
legal responsibilities.

The contrast between the experience of communities with public
officials that have tried to make desegregation work and those that have
not, is striking. One witness had the advantage of being involved in two
such dithering cities :

I had the experience of serving as a court expert in Los Angeles in 1978. as
one of the S people appointed, I was serving as the court's sole expert in St. Louis
for 15 months before I came to Washington. I saw the implementation of
desegregation plans in two cities, each about minority. It was like 'light and
day t't.

In Los Angeles there was an extraordinary situation where the school board
was taken over by a movement. Bus Stop, which campaigned on a program which
is virtually nothing but resistance to the courts. When they became the leaders
of the school boardand they contributed the president of the school board and
other members they dedicated themselves to disrupting and destroying success-
ful desegregation processes.

I think I %%ould just like to quote a few things that they said at the time that
the cot.-t handed down its order last year.

The School Board President, Roberta Weintraub, said "No white parent in
their right mind is going into ,an area which is all black." not something that a
school board president would say who %%anted to make it work. Associate Super-
intendent .Jerry Halvorsen said that "Only God knows what will happen in
September," following Judge Egly's order.

Board Member Bobbi Fiedler said maybe Congress would pass a law that
would outlay busing. She demonstrated in front of the Office of the Court Moni-
tors during her congressional campaign. She said the order could well bring the
destruction of public education in the City of Los Angeles. That was a member of
the Los Angeles School Board.

Other board members made similar comments. They fought to virtually the last
day. As a matter of fact, even after school was open, people didn't know where
their children were going to go to school. It was the most chaotic situation I have
ever seen in many year:: of looking at school desegregation plans

I have traveled around the Deep South many times when orders %%ere being
implemented. I have never seen anything quite at this level of instability and
chaos. Thousands of children didn't know where they were supposed to go to
-school. They were told by their own school board president and leaders that the
public education %%as at an end. they were advised to transfer to private
schools

There were no statements by any board members predicting anything bad for
the school district in St. Louis. there were no politicians elected to the school
board on that issue. The school superintendent, once he realized he was going to
have to do it, decided he was going to make the best of this process. He created
a new level of school administration and magnet schools, all of which were suc-
cessfully integrated, approximately 50-50.

They created a system attractive enough so that now some hundreds of subur-
ban white children are beginning to transfer in. On the first day of school, in-
stead of one board member calling another a racial epithet. the school superin-
tendent said that they had had a super day. The police all stayed in their head-
quarters, nothing happenedsaeross the city.

It was a very tough situation to deal with. That school district has had many
problems in the past. but extremely positive and strong leadership by the school
board and school administration meant that parents could know where their

"See testimony of one of metropolitan Wilmington's superintendents of schools, Dr.
Joseph Johnson, who testified that both white and black students ore scoring significantly
higher achievement test scores since the start of the desegregation order, Hearings at
p. 417.

" Testimony of Gary ()Meld. Hearings at p. 170.
"Ibid., at 145-140.
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erAildren were going to go to school, what their choices were. They weren't put
in a totally chaotic situation.

The schools opened integrated, without any significant incident. Even in the
first year they showed a significant educational gain.

I am sure that as political leaders yourselves. you realize how important re-
sponsible elected officials can be in setting the tone. I believe appointed admin-
istrators are equally as important within school districts. The extremely im-
portant message that superintendents and other top leaders send shows whether
or not this is a serious issue, whether or not there is a real educational and pro-
fessional responsibility.

When Minneapolis desegregated, the superintendent let everybody know he
was going to be at the training sessions to learn about the racial background
of his students, he expected his cabinet and everybody else who wanted a future
in the schools to be there. That conveys a message. Somebody going on TV and
saying this is the end of education conveys a very different message.

The people who are down at the end of a transmission belt in at large bureauc-
racy react to those messages, and react with optimism or hopelessness, with
the sense that they are going into an important reform, that they are going to
come ont with a new accomplishment, or the sense that they are engaged in
totally chaotic unproductive activity. "

EDUCATIONAL IMPACT

1, ROLE OF THE COURTS

The problem described abovepublic dissatisfact ion with the educa-
tional impact of court-imposed desegregation orderscan also be at-
tributed to unrealistic expectations about what the court can and
should do. The mandate of a court called upon by the dictates of con-
stitutional law to desegregate a school system is simply to desegregate
that systemthat is, undo the effects of purposeful racial segregation
by imposing changes that achieve some semblance of racial balance
within the affected schools. This duty lima from the Supreme Court's
finding in Brown v. Board of Education 2' that separate education is
inherently unequal. It is not the duty of the court to institute educa
tional reforms that will improve the scholastic performance of minor-
ity students. Nor is it the court's responsibility to ensure that white
students fare no worse under a desegregated than a segregated system.

Nevertheless, without still a result. no desegregation order m ill be
accepted by the public. Whether constitntionally mandated or not, the
public demandsnot unfairlythat in return for the uncerlitinty and
change flowing from desegregation, their children get a better educa-
tion.

Increasingly, courts and school officials are responding to that de-
mand. Conscious efforts are being made to use the impetus of de-
segregation as a catalyst for educational changes designed to improve
scholastic achievement.

2. EDUCATIONAL I M PRO% EME:s:TS

For the school system, the court order or voluntary decision to de-
segreffate can force a constructive reexamination. As one witness
described it :

[W]hen Qchool desegregation occurs, school systems have to stop and say.
"What lime we been doing?" And whether it 1,, because citizens are watching over

221510.. at 170-171.
347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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their shoulders, because parents are making greater demands or because the
court is sitting on them because of pressures and assistance from a State agency
or Federal agency or whatever, there is a reexamination. And it is very clear
when we look at these school systems that new things happen.

This is not a magical process in which kids are mixed together and all of a sud-
den something good happens. There are new programs adopted.There ,,re changes
in teacher behavior. There is some in-service training that did not happen before.

As I say, there is a kind of introspection that is not common in organizations
that do not experience some kind of crisis. So. school desegregation in some
instances has that kind of effect.°

School superintendents agreed that desegregation had been a crucial
catalyst for improvement:

I don't think the kinds of changes within that period of time and the shifts that
were made and the concentrated efforts world have happened as a total com-
munity without the impetus of that court order.°

Ideally, courts compelled to order desegregation can rely on school
officials to devise and implement educational changes. The Shcommit-
tee found that some school officials responded enthusiastically to this
challenge. In St. Louis, Missouri, for example, the Superintendent
described the educational components of the desegregation plan devised
by the board, with the active assistance of private citizens and school
officials, as follows:

The desegregation plan changed the organizational structure to grades Kinder
garten through lh, for elementary schools, grades six through eight foi middle
schools and grades nine through twelve for high schools. This allows for specific
programming for the respective ages of students and opens a number of new learn-
ing opportunities.

For example, by concentrating larger numbers of students in grades six through
eight in a middle school, we could provide industrial arts, home economics, labora-
tory science, fully-equipped and staffed libraries and full-time counselors, thus
producing-amuchstranger -curricular and co-curricular program.

To provide some exciting new programs, we develeed several new and ex-
panded magnet schools, such as a Montessori school, an Athletic and Academic
Academy, a Center for Expressive and Receptive Arts. and expanded gifted pro-
gram, a Classical Antler Academy, and additional Individually Guided Education'School, a Business, Management and Finance Center, a Health Careers Center,
and a Naval Junior ROTC Academy. In addition, we expanded the Honors Art and
Honors Music programs, started a secondary level gifted program, the- Senior
Classical Academy, and incorporated a Mass Media Program Into one of our regt.tar high schools.

The system developed and implemented a variety of new and improved services.
Expanded career education, expanded school partnerships with business, cultural
andhigher education enterprises, a new English as a Second Language Program.
pairing and sharing programs involving city and county schools, a revitalized
thrust of parent involvement and a special student leadership program are someof the excellent programmatic emphases that resulted from a strong, education-
based desegregation plan?'

Even when the educational changes are initiated by the court, de-
tiegregation can be a vehicle for significant improvement. In Boston.for example:

Occupational or career education . has profited greatly from desegregation.
In this last academic year, 197040, they opened the Humphrey Occupational Re-source Center. a $-10 million structure which is now an all-city facility wherehigh school students go to their home high school In the morning or afternoon

"Testimony of whits Hawley, October 2L 1981. Timings at p. 424.z' Testimony of Superintendent Robert Wentz, Hearings at p. 592.Testimony of Robert Wentz. Ileariugs at p. 578.
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and come to the ORC, the occupational resource center, in the afternoon. No
single school could do it if it were simply a neighborhood vocational high school.
Again, it has to be attributed to the clout that the court has because the judge
found specifiCally_that_vocationaLeducationaLfacilities_uL the_139.stenSehool
system were very deeply flawed by deliberate segregation, and therefore this is
one way of remedying It.

3. :1)17(1.* nox.u. iti:SuLTS

The Subcommittee was particularly heartened to discover that both
minority and majority students involved in desegregation plans do
seem to be getting an improved education. As measured by standard-
ized scholastic achievement tests, the evidence is compelling that in al-
most all cases. black students have done significantly better in desegre-
gated schools, and white students often score higher. but in any event,
have not scored lower following desegregation.' In other words. the
evidence suggests there is no reason to believe that whites learn more in
a segregated school system. and there is strong evidence that blacks
fare worse.

The precise reason for this phenomena is not well understood.
Whether it is the institution of the educational changes described
above, the infusion of greater human and financial resources into the
desegregated schools, the increased commitment of teachers. or some
other explanation, the trend is clear. One witness tried to explain it
this way :

I think there Is increasing evidence that the most popular explanation for w by
achievement increases is probably not right. That explanation is %%hat sociologists
call the lateral transmission of values." The idea is that if low-ability students
sit next to high-ability students they %%ill acquire their values or emulate them
or whatever, just because they sit there.

Rather, it is that those students are. in effect. resources that a teacher who
knows hot to work with students can use to create learning situations that (lid
not exist in that class before. Students learn from each other in a direct way.
but that only happens when teachers make it happen. It dues not happen aci-
dently.

It may also be that teachers who deal with heterogenous classrooms learn
that you hate to deal uith students as indhiduaIs and Grey- therefore high, to be
more sensitive to stereotyping and low expectations they hate held for minority
students. This benefits not only minorities and low achievers, but high
achievers ...

A fourth thing I would say is that when you are changing the socioeconomic
characteristics of students you are also changing the sodoec. nuinic character
(sties of parents obviously enough. Parents trio are middle class are in a better
Position because of experience, time and status to nmke demands on a school
system and to feel comfortable in going in and working with fellow profes-
sionals and, in a sense, not being so easily turned off. There is a ..oncept that we
talked about. in parent-teacher relationships that teachers learn how to 'cool the
mark. They learn how to work %%Rh the parents in a tray that parents assume
that things are alright and thus do not make demands on the system.

" Testimony of Meyer Weinberg. Hearings at p. Iu9.
44 In 1961. while writing an early summary of research on desegregation. I noticed some

thing unexpected. White children did no worse, mademleally. In a desegregated than in
a white-segregated school.

Widespread impressions to the contrary at that time were based on an expectation that
the present. of minority children somehow dilated the neadMk quality of learning In a
school.

Three years later, a more thorough review of research showed ogler again that white
hlesement wa. onofferted be desegregation. Both in 1970 and 1977. and now again In

19S1. later reviews of research by me hase not disturbed that Maitr,. It can he found in
sirtually every review of research. regardless of the author. Indeed.' :bls finding has he
come the single most widely accepted finding In the field.

Testimony of Meyer Weinberg. Hearings at p. 398.
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All professionals do this to their clients. but middle class folks who do this
to other people are less tolerant of it and see through it and make demands.
So there are both political and educational explanations. I think, for why this

pponc.?

The evidence on scholastic improvement in desegregated schools has
come not from the federal government, which has failed conduct or
support systematic national research since before the Supreme Court's
first busing order. 3° Rather, it is based on the lessons drawn from
scattered local studies and the more systematic research efforts by
academics at. universities and research institutes. Several of the most
prominent scholars involved in this endeavor testified before the Sub-
committee. si Dr. Robert Crain focused his analysis on black achieve-
ment, and described his findings as follows:

I located 93 studies, each done in a single community undergoing desegrega-
tion. Slightly over half of these studies conclude that black test scores are en-
hanced by desegregation ; most of the rest conclude test scores are unaffected,
and occasionally a study argues that black test scores are harmed by desegrega-
tion.

I spent over a year reading all of these studies, and found that the reason why
there was a disagreement among them boiled down to some questions about the
way the research was done.

The most important fact is that desegregation is not necessarily beneficial
in the first collide of years. because black students who start out in segregated
schools and then suddenly switch over to desegregated schools apparently do not
benefit academically.

It is only after the first few years, when the students who started desegregation
at first grade are tested. that you begin to see the achievemel , results ...

I am, at this point, quite convinced that desegregation raises the test scores
of black students without harming the test scores of white students. I also found
13 studies which looked not at achievement tests but at IQ test scores, and I
again found a consistent increase in IQ, apparently as a result of desegregation.

The studies that I have reviewed all deal with sing,_ communities. but the
national assessment of educational progress has been studying the educational'
Performance of American young people for some time now, and they have found
across the Nation that black test scores have been rising markedly and faster
than white scores in thepast few rears, anti they_found that again especially true
Tiallie-Soiltileast, where there has been the most desegregation. =

Explaining the significance of the magnitude of the improvement
found in one typical community (Louisville, Kentucky) where black
test. scores improved. Crain said

One way to state it is as follows: Suppose I were the Dean of Admissions
of a rather selective technical university, and I said that my students were
such that I would only take students in the top third of the high school graduating
class of the United States.

Suppose I had GOO black students applying, and their scores looked like the black
student 3rd grade scores in 1976. Out of that GOO I would take 100. The remaining
500 would fall below my admission standards.

If I had a group of graduating black high school seniors whose scores looked
like the 3rd grade scores for 1975, two years later, I would have taken 1:10 instead
of 100. a 30 percent increase in the number of students I would take. That is
quite a large difference

The evidence on scholastic improvement is not without its critics
and skeptics, however. Dr. Norman Miller, for example, testified as
to the methodological weaknesses of the studies:

=Testimony of Willis Hawley. Hearings at p. 421
Statement of (Welt!. hearings at p. 146.

= Drs. Crain, Weinberg. 31111er. and Hawley.
" Testimony of Robert Crain. hearings at pp. ilS2 and :185.
=Testimony of Robert Crain, Hearings at p. 384.
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IN hen the conclusions of individual studizs are taken ar their face value,
the majority du report academic benefit for minority children. Virtually all the
stuaies, however, are very weak in their research design, and very few, if any,
-are-publishedinjournals-thar regal re-rigorons peer review.- -

Indeed, most are unpublished. This has led some reviewers to try to cate-
gorize studies in terms of the rain% e strength or weakness of their research
design and to try to exclude very weak ones from consideration. Perhaps be-
cause the individual studies are often flea ed in at least several respects, re-
viewers often differ in their assessment of M Web studies possess the strouger
research designs'

He also questioned whether benefits had been achieved in view of
the fact that:

Ulf desegregated blacks make educational gains but desegregated whites
make even larger gains. then the competitive position of blacks has worsened
rather than improved.'

Finally, he noted that:
It comes as no particular surprise when a reviewer's conclusions matches

his or her own ideological stand or the position he or she has taken in court-
room testimony."

Howes er. the o% en% helm ing consensus among researchers is that
test scores of minority students in desegregated schools usually in-
crease, particularly when certain factors are presentdesegregation
beginning in the first grade and involving :t significant percentage
of middle class students.

In the face of this erdience. then. why do parents and public of-
ficial:, (including many Members of Congress) believe desegregation
to have been an educational failure?

When asked why there is a gap between the public perception of
what is going on in desegregated schools and what the social scien-
tists are telling them, one witness responded :

Almost certainly. when desegregation occurs people begin to be inure interested
in schools. By and large. parents send their children to a s,lool and hope for the
best. They assume things are going well mid that is the respotodble thing to do a,
a parent. You really do not want to know all the weaknesses. because if yon (lid.
you would have to invest a lot of energy and time and su forth in the enterprise.
..;o %%hat school desegregation has done is to bring people in closer contact with the
schools and some of the fantasies they had about the way it a as in the "good old
days" or the way it is even recently are not sustained.

So part of what has happened is that people are finding out that schools are
not quite as good as they thought they were independent of desegregation
itself. The irony is that even though desegregation may lead to achievement gains.
those gains can never reach the levels of people's expectations they had to
start with.

The second thing is expectations themselves change. I think many parents
who are supportive of school desegregation use language like this. "Well.
I think that it is just a really good thing for my kld to go to a school where
they get to know other children and people from other backgrounds." But
there is an assumption in that statement that somehow they are going to
lose something in the process.

The parents who are not sympathetic to school desegregation bring that same
logic to work in saying. "We want more for our children than we had before."
There is some kind of sacrifice they are going to make and therefore that school is
going to have to do better than they did before. What was once satisfactory is
no longer satisfactory.

"Testimony of Norman Miller. Hearings at p. 394.
as mu.. at p. 391
S Ibid.
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Third, there is simply an assumption that minority schools cannot he good
schools. If you are sending your child to a school that was formerly a minority
school, it just does not logically fit that it could be a good school. MI of the evi-
deaceisihatininarity. childreti.4ehi eve a t- lower levels than wh i techi ren ,-so-howcould a racially mixed school be as good as a predominately %%bite school?It does not fit.

Fourth. a common way of presenting the story iu the newspaper is to present
the positive point of view and a negative point of view. This is a "balanced per-
spective" If you are a parent and you say, "Well. there is a 50/50 chance that
things are going to go well in that school." the responsible position is that you are
not going to take that risk. I am not very happy about those odds. We certainlywant our children to be secure and every incident that occurs is the school is
generalized. If there is a violence level of two percent in that school, my concern
its a parent is that my kid is going to be one of those two percent. When thoseissues become more and more visible our sense of anxiety and concern is
heightened."

Another witness succinctly put it this way : desegregation "brings
out the warts" in a school system.

LONG-TERM IMP. cr

I. EDUCATION .'ND CAREER PATTERNS

Notwithstanding the positive test score results described above, the
Subcommittee believes that it may be at least as important to assess the
educational benefits of school desegregation by the standard of how
well students do after leaving school. This accords with the tendency of
parents to rate schools based on their record as to whether their gradu-
ates go on to higher education and satisfying occupations as

Parents also assume that their own children will benefit from attend-
ing school with such a record. Does this hold true for minority stu-
dents? In other words, will desegregation of our schools equalize
opportunity beyond the classroom ? Will it lead to a reduction in in-
come inequalities and adult segregation? The Subcommittee heard
convincing evidence that it has. This outcome may be the most pro-
found and beneficial change wrought by school desegregation.

Describing the impact of attending desegregated schools on employ-
ment opportunities, Dr. James McPartland summarized the research
findings as follows :

School desegregation appears to he an effective way to encourage a more
rapid movemont of minorities into the nontraditional fields that have frequentlybeen closed to them iu the past. The school years are especially important
for developing career goals. Research shows that racial differences in occupa-tional choices first occur during the junior and senior high school ages. Other
studies indicate that black males who had attended desegregated high schoolswere more likely to wind up in nontraditional mainstream careers in sales,
crafts and the professions than those who had attended segregated schools.Second, good jobs are often found through the use of informal networks of
information. contacts and sponsorship, which appear to be less accessible tominorities in segregated environments. Recruitment, hiring, and promotionpractices of firms often use informal social networks to locate and evaluate
candidates. Unless minorities are tied into these networks, they may rarely be"in the right place at the right time" to become applicants for promisingPositions , . .

r Testimony of Willis Hawley, Hearings at p. 426.
Dr. Christine Rossell testified that parents often rate suburban, all -white schools assuperior because thee assume they have Iltotn..lior and facilities superior to Inner-cityschools In reality, this is often not the ease, and what parents are really looking at is thefact that "upper middle class white kids go on to college and people think that If yousend them to those schools, your kids will get the 'good education."' Hearings at p. 233.
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Third, the perception of opportunities creates the psychological conditions
through which an individual approaches the labor market. When an individual
expects to face discrimination in a career line or in a firmeven if this
expectation-is-ineorrect.mutzardate-nr_oserstatefi it is unlit el the hull:
N idual will bother to explore many possibilities in that area. On the other hand.
an individual who begins with a strong sense of opportunity can draw upon this
strength to build a career in a wide range of areas. Repeated studies have shown
that blacks and other minorities have a much lower sense of opportunity than
whites, and feel less personal control over their own destinies. While this often
reflects the realities of differences in employment optiortunities, research also
indicates that school desegregation serves to reduce tl:e racial gaps in perception
of opportunities. Specifically. minority students wh: graduate from desegre-
gated schools have been found to feel a greater sense of control over their own
fate and a more positive sense of opportunity. Research also suggests that stu-
dents' desegregation experiences directly improve these perceptions. and that
upgrading the quality of schooling in a segregated setting would not have the
same impacts'

Dr. MePartland also noted that :
students from segregated schools are more likely to be found later in

life in segregated colleges, neighborhoods and places of work, while students
tt ho lied attended desegregated elementary and secondary schools are more
likely to choose to lice in desegregated neighborhoods, to enroll in desegregated
colleges, to enter desegregated occupations and firms, and to send their own
children to desegregated schools.'

2. IMPA("1' ON noustxt: r..r.rEnNs

It has long been suggested that the most effective and stable alterna-
tiN e to busing as a means of achieving school desegregation is resi-
dential integration. The effort by this Committee in the hat Congress
to strengrthen the federal fair housing law was. in part. promoted
by this desire to create naturally integrated schools that would obviate
the need for busing for purposes of desegregation.

However. the Subcommittee has learned that while segregation in
schools clearly results from residential segregation, it also works the
other waysegregation iii schools contributes to segregation in hous-
ing. Indeed, this tendency may be more potent, and in any event. must
be considered in de% icing strategies for school desegregation.

The basis for this impact is readily apparent. In making housing
choices, parents (or parents-to-be) consider the reputation of the
neighborhood school. For many parents, this factor is paramount, as
Congressman Shtunway explained :

. In many cases, [families] have arduously saved money in order to
purchase a home in a neighborhood w Melt ..ould feed to a school more to their
liking. only to find once they got there that the school district has reassigned
their children. or perhaps many of the other children in that school back to the
inferior schools from whence they came."

't Testimony of James Merartland. Hearings at p. 434.
" ibid., at p. 435.
et See. Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1979, Hearings before the Sabconmdttee on

Civil and Constitutional Rights. 98th empresq, bill Mit ii200) gas pa Ned by
the House of Representatives on June 12, 1080. but failed In the Senate after a vote to
end debate was defeated.

ei Testimony of Congressman Norman Shumway. Hearings at p. 188.
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Chosing a neighborhood on the basis of the school tends to have a
segregating effect because, as one expert explained:

Schools tend to stamp their identity' on_theneighboshood,muLschool_bound--
acies define neighborhood boundaries. When schools are seg-
regated and racially identifiable, they tend to influence housing choices alongracial lines. Whites ate not likely to buy in a neighborhood with a black or
minority school, while minorities may find it difficult to buy into a communitywith a white school.°

Similarly, school choices are influenced by the fact that parents
tend to perceive identifiably "white" schools as "good" schools, or at
least more highly valued within the society, whether or not that
quality is objectively present in the form of superior student per-
formance, faculty, resources, or curriculum.45

These assumptions are shared by real estate brokers, as evidenced
by their practice of steering whites toward white schools and ad-
vertising the name or location of schools only when those schools areknown to be white.

A. survey of real estate brokers' practices in the studied cities revealed thatwhere the schools are segregated, whites are steered away front minority or
mixed schools. Likewise, an HUD study of housing discrimination in 40 citiesdocumented the use of schools to steer homeseekers, as in the following remarl-recorded by one of the white homeseekers in Monroe, Louisiana. The agent said"that no blacks attended the school where the number two inspected house waslocated."

Real estate advertising practices in the study cities showed similar patterns.If school names were neutral geographic information, they would be mentionedabout as often in one city as another. But that was not the case.The median percentage was 98 percent white, meaning half of the namedschools were 98 to 100 percent white. In short, racially identifiable schools facili-
tate housing choices along racial lines, locking these communities into a viciouscircle with school segregation reinforced with housing segregation."

When schools are no longer racially identifiable, as is the case whenschools are desegregated on a metropolitan-wide basis, they become
"just schools," and this cycle breaks AMA, As Dr. Pearce explained:

Other, less segregative choice factors become more important [such as prox-imity to work], and the surveyed real estate agents were much more willing toshow homes throughout the community."

Furthermore, school desegregation may lead to a change in percep-
tions as to which schools are "good" schools. Dr. Pearce reported, for
example, that real estate brokers in such communities tended much
more often to tell home seekers that "all the schools are good." 48

The desegregating effect on housing has been recorded in major
metropolitan areas across the country. In Dr. Pearce's words:

In each pair of cities. it was found that the community that had had metro-politan-wide school desegregation has experienced substantially greater reduc-tions in housing segregation than the otherwise similar community that hadnot had broad-based school desegregation.

"'Testimony of Diann Pearce, Hearings nt p. 193. Dr. Pearce conducted a study ofcomparable cities. pairing Mohr that had bad met ropolita nwide setae I desegregation andthose that hail not. See Pearce, Breaking Down Barriers: New Bridenee on the Impact ofMetropolitan Desegregation on /lousing Patterns, Center for National Polley Review, 1950."Testimony of Diana Pearce. Hearings at p. 235.
Testimony of Christ lite Rossell. Hearings at p.'220 and 234.Testimony of Diana Pearce, Hearings nt p. 193." Ibid. at p. 202.

"Breaking Down Barriers, op. di., at p. 19.
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Moreover, the trend seems to be cumulative. That is, housing integration con-
tinues to rise year after year. Riverside. California was the earliest of the cities
in this study. [school desegregation] having begun in 1065. By 197$. they had
eliminated busing in all but four of the 21 elementary attendance areas. The
ofher 1 7 scholils attendance areas had becoffie static-Teary 4110h-illy tote-grated
so that busing was no longer necesary in order to maintain racial balance in
the schools."

Careful planning can avoid resegregat ion and. as Dr. Pearce stated :
The choice can be made in ways that are very positive or very negative. with

no cost involved in terms of the choice that the school officials have. With a
little attention to this. I think a great deal of positive things can be done.'4

It should be emphasized that the desegregating effect of school
desegregation on housing is likely to ovenr only when the community
has a relatively small minority population or when the plan is met-
ropolitan-wide. If nearby suburbs or enclaves within the city are
eNempted from the plan, ,once parents can and do choose this escape
from blising instead of moving to an integrated neighborhood. In-
deed, it is when the de,-egreszation plan is limited to the inner city
that the phenomenon of "white flight" attributai,:e to school desegre-
gation is most pronounced.

a. WIIII: 1,1.161IT

"White flight" was a term originally used to characterize the post-
World War II movement of white middle class Americans to the sub-
ubs. This exodus was prompted primarily by "pull" factorsgreater
suburban space . greenery. and ( until recently) lower cost family hous-
ing. lower tax rates, federal housing loan policies. and changes in pro-
duction and transportation patterns. More recently, the term Nvhite
flight has been used to describe simply the decline in central city NNhite
public school enrollment.

It has been argued that the use of busing for school desegregation
has so exacerbated this movement that schools, as \Nell as housing, are
being resegregated. Indeed, there is a consensus among researchers
that under some circumstances, white public school enrollment has
declined as a result of a desegregation plan. IloweNcl. t he magnitude
of this decline often has been grossly overestimated. Furthermore, it
is Clear that white flight does not alwas increase in a desegregating
community:

How much white flight has been caused by school desegrecratiop ?
Many commentators critical of school busing ha\ e cited statistics on
white flight that fail to isolate the impact of school desegregation from
the long-term "pull" factors described above, and from the declining
birth rate \\ ich has affected all races, but particularly that of whites.
But as one expert explained :

Because of these factors. we can expect most northern central city school dis-
tricts to have a "normal- peroentage public. school hite enrollment decline of
at least 4 to S percent annually. and that mean.- even if the} don't desegregate.
and most northern suburban school districts to bale an mama) pnblh whool
%%lite enrollment decline of about 2 to 4 percent. again. even if thev don't de-
segregate."

Te4timony of Diana Pearce. Hearings at P. 193.
'4 Ibid. at p. 220.
" Testimony of Christine Iloggell. Hearings at p. 219
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The city of Chicago, for is sometimes cited as an example
of the enormity of "white flight" caused by desegregation. However,that city has undergone virtually no deserve ation so that whatever
hrmagnitarrottlirmOVe-from publicFe too s, none of it can be at-

tributed to that factor.
When school desegregation is ordered, research indicates that it has

its greatest impact on white flight soon after it is started:
The implementation year white flight is the single greatest annual loss ofwhites a school district will experience. After that, the annual loss rate declines

rapidly. Suburban and countywide school districts nary actually make up theirimplementation year loss by the fourth or fifth year. Central city school districts,
however, are unlikely to make up the implementation year loss. They will eitherreturn to the "normal" decline, or a continuing, although smaller in magnitude,annual white flight":

The magnitude of this flight front desegregation depends on a num-
ber of factors. The research suggests that white flight is increased by
the following :

The reassignment of whites to formerly black schools ; the extent of protest
and negative media coverage ; the reassignment of whites to older, larger formerly
black schools ; a greater than 35 percent black population ; phasingin a plan overa period of several years ; having a small, geographic boundary encompassing onlythe central city; elementary school desegregation, although it is the most success-ful educationally and in terms of race relations in the classroom ; long busing
distances in city, not metropolitan, school districts."'

One important factor that does not appear to be linked to the mag-
nitude of white flight is the quality of the public school being aban-
doned. Dr. Rossell testified :

I did an analysis of white flight in Los Angeles for the first and second year ofdesegregation. and found absolutely no relationship between the medianachievement scores of the minority schools and white flight. Whether I lookedat math, verbal, or combined them together, there was no relationship whatso-
ever. The dominant characteristic was that it was a minority school and thelength of busing distance. In fact, four minority schools laid higher achievementlevels than the white _schools that they were paired with, and had no difference-In
white flight compared to the other minority schools."

Again, assumptions about the correlation between race and quality,
rather titan objective evidence, influenced attitudes and behavior.

It is clear, then. that white flight occurs, but in most cases it can be
controlled. For example. even researchers identified with opposition
to busing as a remedy for school segregation acknowledge that the
metropolitan-wide desegregation busing plans tend to reduce the
degree of white flight.

The losses tend to be smaller . . . and they do not last as loug. Therefore,
re:-egregatioa Is less likely in metropolitatiplans."

Whether or not this is a realistic policy option remains to be seen.5°
In any case, desegregation plans can minimize flight by considering the
factors described above.

3S Ibid. at pp. 220-21.
Ibid. at p. 220.
Ibid. at pp. 235-236.

34Testimony of David Armor at p. 216.
:4 Dr. Armor believes that it Is not. Other witnesses such an Dr. Pearce. believe it isnot only the nation's last best chance, but politically feasible. See hearings at p. 216 and231-233.
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REMEDIES

BUSING

The methods available to undo the effects of segregation are as varied
as the mechanisms used to create that racial separation. It is, however,
the mandatory reas.signinent of pupilswith busing, where neces-
sarythat has been the primary focus of debate.

Busing has been used to facilitate race-conscious pupil assignments
since the last century. Dr. Joseph Johnson, now a superintendent with
the metropolitan Wilmington public school system, described his ex-
perience in Delaware's segregated school system :

Our high school was for many years the only secondary school in the Stato
of Delaware that black students could attend. Members of my graduating class
rode the school bus front each of the school districts that are sending or receiving
communities in the current desegregation area. My classmates were transported
across district lines daily throughout their secondary life. At least eleven mem-
bers of the graduating class elected to move to the Wilmington, Delaware area
from other parts of the States to live with friends and/or relatives justto_get
an opportunity to obtain a high school diploma.:4'

Similarly, and more frequently, buses transported white students
beyond the closest or "neighborhood" schools to segregated schools,
or from schools in which they would have been in the minority."

Today, for most school children, busing is a convenience provided
by the school system. Because of the greater economy and educational
benefits achieved through consolidation, the number of schools and
districts has declined enormously since the last century, so that today,
for over half of the nation's children, the "neighborhood" school is no
longer a reality; the distances to school are such that they ride a bus
to school S8 Less than 7 percent of those children, or 3.6 percent of the
total number of school children, are bused for the purpose of
desegregation.59

- The amount_ of time spent _on school buses and their costs have
figured prominently in criticism directed at busing for school deseg-
regation. But statistical studies indicate that the median travel time
for elementary school students was less than 15 minutes; only 15
percent of those students traveled more than 30 minutes.60

Critics should also be mindful of the fact that present constitutional
law recognizes that a desegregation plan may not mandate busing
involving time that would adversely affect the health of the students or
the achievement of educational objectives.41 Eo the extent unreasonable
transportation times are being imposed, then, modifications can and
should be sought under existing law.

The costs of busing have also been grossly misperceived by the pub-
lic. One witness did a national survey of public attitudes about busing
for desegregation, and learned that most people believe that more than

:41 Prepared statement of Joseph Johnson, Hearings nt Appendix 9.
:7 This device was not limited to the South. See, for example. testimony of the U S. Com-

mission on Civil Rights. Hearings at p. 258 and 293, regarding use of this practice in
Detroit and Pasndena.

1, See, Trurel to School: October 1978, prepared by the Bureau of the Census, reprinted
In Hearings ut p 757. According to that study, the number of elementary schools declined
from 238,00() in 1929 to only 63,000 In 1975, and the proportion of public school students
transported to school at public expense increased from 7 percent in 1929 to 55 percent In

1 J76.
r11.7.S. Commission on Civil Rights, "Fulfilling the Lettet and Spirit of the Law,"

(1976), at p. 202.
6, 7 race! to School, op. elt. Statistics do not appear to be available establishing

either the median time for bus rides to public schools. nor the time differentialif any
between busing for desegregation and other school busing.

CI Swann v. Charlottc-Mrchlettburg Board of Education, supra.
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a quarter of the school budget is spent on this function.°2 In _fact, the
percentage spent is closer to 0.2 percent." Thus; the suggestion that
"the money that is being spent on busing coiner be directed toward im-
)rovinythiireftiglitSiiif ps tTiru roved teacher
salaries or better scnools or better books . . . " ',mist be recognized
as inviting only minor improvements.

In sum, criticism of busing for desegregation must be considered in
light of the following: most American children are buse,1 for non-
racial reasons without apparent educational or health harm, or parental
disapproval; relative to the total costs of public schools, the costs of
busing for desegregation are not great; dissatisfaction with this
method is voiced more often by those fearing future or, ters or other-
wise not presently involved, than those participating in such a plan."

Most important, however, is the question as to whether busing
achieves a degree of desegregation that is unattainable through othe,.
means. The Subcommitte:believes that it does.

Despite the tendency of desegregation plans (including those with
mandatory busing) to accelerate white flight under certain circum-
stances,GG the evidence shows that even in the worst case situations
such as Bostonthere is more interracial contact than if there had been
no desegregation."7 Flirt] iermore, busing plansparticularly those that
exclude integrated neighborhoodstend to foster residential integra-
tion, thereby stabilizing school desegregation and eventually reducing
the need for mandatory pupil reassigiunents."

2, PUP1I. REASSIGNMENT WITHOUT BUSING

Jr. many communities, the racial residential and school patterns are
such that sonic desegregation may be obtained through pupil reassign-
ments that need not necessitate busing. Occasionally, simply redrawing
the attendance zones for schools alleviates racial.ambalance, as when
predominantly white and predominantly minority school attendance

----zones-are-a i redjacent., Likewse, since most communities a experiencing
a dramatic decline in school populations, selective closings of schools
can achieve the same result, with students formerly assigned to a
racially Unbalanced school now assigned to the remaining schools."

44 Testimony of Gary Orfield. Bearings at p. 144.
In its 1976 report. "Fulfilling the Letter and Spirit of the Law." the U.S. Commission

on Pirll Rights, reDing on tutor:nation provided by the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, stated at P. 202:

"During the 1973-74 school year. $57 billion was spent for public education. and 81.858billion of that total was spent for student transportation. Only $129 million of these trans-portation funds were used to achieve desegregation.'
In other words. busing Or desegregation act °tinted for less than 7 percent of the totalpub le school transportation costs. and 0.2 percent of the total cost of public educationEven when %towed from the Perspective of particular eommunites that have Institutedmajor busing for desegregation programs, the cost of busing compared to the total operatingbudget is often less than 1 percent. In Los Angeles, for example. busing in 1980-81 costless than 1 percent of a total school operating budget of about $1.8 billion. (See LosAngeles Times. Nov. 17, um, p. 1.

Testimony of Congressman Bill Emerson, Hearings at p. 534.° See infra, at p. 3. it should also be noted that the percentage of elementary andsecondary students in private schools has not risen significantly in the last aecade (from10% to 11%). See CRS, "Private and Secondary Enrollment, 1970 to Present," Hearingsat p. 755.
" See infra, at p, 17.
I/ "Mandatory desegregation plans, particularly in school districts above 35e.reent black,yield a greater proportion of white In the average black child's school th,_, voluntaryplans, although these plans and these districts have greater white flight E en schooldistricts such as Boston which have experienced massive while flight have a proportion ofwhite in the average black child's school which Is almost twice as great as it would havebeen If the school district had not desegregated." Testimony of Christine Rossell, Hear-Ings at p. 222.

Infra, at p. 15-16.
° As noted supra, however, care must be taken to avoid resegregating the remainingschools and neighborhoods.
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"Pairing" and "clustering" of schools have also been utilized as a
remedy for eliminating school segregation. Under this scheme,
students from two or more predominantly one-race schools are
grouped, so that the total school population. is -relatively balanced;
Those students will then attend a selected number of grades together
in one school, and the remaining grades in the other paired school.

Often, all of these mchanisins have been used in the same com-
munity, sometimes with mandatory busing to rectify the problems at
the remaining schools.

Because these methods appear to be less disfavored by the public,
school officials and courts attempt to rely on them whenever possible.
However, it should be noted that they involve pupil assignment on
the basis of race,7° and therefore would be eliminated as possible fed-
eral court-ordered remedies, if certain proposed amendments to the
Constitution were adopted."

Magnet schools (schools established with special programs and
curric,ilit designed to attract students of all races) have become a
popular method for combining desegregation with educational im-
provements. However, unless a mandatory element is attachedsuch
as racial admission limits or mandatory reassignment to another, non-
magnet school in lieu of attendance at the magnet schooldesegrega-
tion is rarely obthined.72 Dr. Gary Orfie ld explained this phenomenon
as found in Los Angeles:

[Yjou find a good many of the children who were in the magnet schools were
not actually in integrated schools, they %%ere in magnet schools that were segre-
gated. Twenty-eight percent of the blacks, for example, were attending magnet
programs that had an enrollment of 99 to 100 percent blacks another 15 percent
were in schools that had at least three-fourths minority children.

Of the Latino students in the magnet schools, whieb is a %cry small number
only 1 percent more than a third were in schools where more than three-
quarters of the children were from minority groups. In other words, even in this
small magnet program, many of the children were in highly segregated magnet
schools. They did not produce the remedy of integration that was desired and, at
any rate, they reached a very small number of children.'

Thus, in communities with a sizeable minority population, magnet
schools are a valuable tool for achieving desegregation only when a
mandatory element is present. To that extent, magnet schools cannot be
considered a "voluntary' remedy.

The Subcommittee does not mean to suggest that magnet schools are
not valuable educational improvements that should be fostered even
when racial balance is only marginally impro-ed. Among other things,
the institution of magnet schools as part of a mandatory plan "re-
duce[s] the perceived cost of school desegregation.'' 4 That is, parent
and students believe they are gaining educationally under the desegre-
gation plan, and, when the alternative is assignment to a non-magnet
school, they form a "safety-valve" in the system."

3. VOLUNTARY PLANS

It has been suggested that. in the long-run, voluntary plans can
achieve a greater degree of desegregation than mandatory wassign-

" See Memorandum prepared by CRS. "Legal Analysis of ILI ites 36." Hearings nt
p 722 et. seq.. and "Sundry Questions Regarding the Legal Effects of II.J. lies. 56." Hear-
ings nt p. 729 et seq.

as E.g. Iii. Res. 56. See discussion infra, p.
8 Testimony of Christine Rossell. Hearings at p. 221.
"Testimony of Gary ()Meld. Hearings nt p. 144-145.
"Testimony of Christine 1tossell, Hearings at p. 221.
" Testimony of Suzanne Rittman Hearings at p. 375.
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ment of pupils and that the failure of proof thus far is attributable to
a refusal to give these methods a fair chance:re

However. it should be noted that in those communites where busing_
wazrord ed; Volunfi.ry me-f s initially lad been tried for consid-
erable lengths of time, with little or no desegregation resulting."
Freedom-of-choice plansappealing in their simplicity and seeming
color-blindness simply perpetuated segregated patterns. Those volun-
tary plans that have been hailed as a success have, in fact, achieved
only minor reduction in racial isolation:is

These voluntary systems fail because of the prevailing perception
that formerly black and Hispanic schools are inferior, and the refusal
of many whites to transfer there even when "magnet" programs arc
developed in those schools.rs On the other hand, when the percentage of
minorities is low in a community and minority schools can be closed,
voluntary plans are viable:

. . . Pliagnet schools . . . may bring about desegregation in some com-
munities where there are relatively small numbers of minority students, and thatis simply because the relatively small number of white parents volunteering for
desegregation along with the relatively large number of black parents volunteer-
ing for desegregation can bring about desegregation. But in school systems that
have minority populations of 20 percent, 25 percent. or more, there are veryfew examples where substantial desegregation has been brought about. That,
of course, is a pattern not just seen by social scientists but evidenced by a wholerange of cases."

Needless to say, voluntary plans are more popular. and, contrary
to popular belief, such plans are normally tried first. As Dr. Hawley
observed:

Every system seeks to bring about desegregation voluntarily, but people goback into court saying that not enough racial balance has uccurred and they gofrom there."
FEDERAL Sureoirr

As noted at the start of this report, despite the impressive gains ofTe last decade, federal support for desegregation may be at its low-
est ebb since the Brawn decision.

In testimony before the Subcommittee. the Assistant Attorney Gen-eral for the Civil Rights Division, William Bradford Reynolds,
made it clear that this Administration is not simply refusing to seek
busing as a remedy for desegregation. While acknowledging a re-sponsibility to develop "meaningful alternative approaches to ac-complish to the fullest extent practicable the desegregation of uncon-
stitutionally- segregated public schools," 82 the strategies and actions
of this Administration instead suggest a wholesale legal, financial and
moral abandonment of that goal.

"Testimony of David Armor, Hearings at p. 214."See testimony, inter alto, of Dr. Jay Robinson (Charlotte-Mecklenburg). Suzanna Ritt-man fSeattlei. and Maxine Smith (Memphis).
" In San Diego. cited by David Armor. Hearings at p. 214. as an example of "Impressive"progress. "the level of interracial contact is essentially nnchanged from what It wasbefore." Testimony of Diana Pearce. Hearings at p. 231-232. See also the testimony ofWillis Hawley. Hearings. at p.
"See. for example. testimony of Tom Atkins. Hearings at p. 73."Testimony of Willis Hawley. Hearings at p. 431." Ibid.
"Testimony of William Bradford Reynolds. Hearings at P. 314.
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1. 1.1:(1:11. POSITION

Legally. the Department appears to have taken the position that the
effect iveuesS of a desegregation plan no longer should be assessed in
terms of whether or not thie deliberately-created racial isolation is re-
duced. Under this view. if legal barriers to free choice are eliminated.
the fact that the school system remains segregated becomes virtually
irrelevant. The position shows a fundamental misperception or mis-
statement of the centr-I goal of desegregation. Segregation is the con-
dition which offends the 14th Amendment's prohibition of racially dis-
criminatory state action. While the Supreme Court uses the term in-
equality to describe the result of state-supported segregation, Mr.
Reynolds takes this literally to mean differences in sums expended on
schools. Even if resources were allocated absolutely equally, however a
state which segregated on the basis of race would be violating the
Fourteenth Amendment.

This position also ignores the nature of intentional segregation to-
day; i.e. segregationist laws and other explicit legal barriers no longer
create this racial division. Rather, it is the decisions of school 'flicialc
as to where to place a new school, how to assign faculty. whether to ex-
pand a minority or majority school, and the like, that account for in-
tentionally created segregation today. Decades of such racially tainted
decisions 'have created a pattern of racially identifiable schools that
rannot be undone with the stroke of a pen. Pven when the segregating
action leaves no phsical presenceas with gerrymandered attendance
zones -- ensuing resegregation of neighborhood creates segreated
housing and school patterns that cannot be cured by simply redrawing
those attendance zones.

The remedies the Justice Department now indicates it will pursue in
these situations are those that are unlikely to produce desegregation;
rather. they promise at best an open enrollment policy that in the past
has only perpetuated segregation, and an equalization of resource.; be-
tween majority and minority schools." This is. in effect, a return to a
doctrine of "separate but equal- augmented by a freedom of choice
rule. Such a program not only cannot be expected to undo the effects of
purposeful racial isolation. it also provides no disincentive for future
acts of intentional segregation.

`,The following colloquy with the Assistant Attorney General demonstrates this
philosophy:

(COL:on:Li. Aeautne that In a ease before a court there is a finding both of Intentional
acts which created a segresatted school system. and aih.eath n of resounes beta cen these
segregated schools that ah unequal. so the black schools would get fewer resources than
the white school,. 'odd y on any that it would be a ....onstitotiontilly adequate remedy for
the courts to order a reallocation of resources ,0 that those black and white schools receive
equal resources?Mr. ittssoktm. Well. I think that o otdd be one element of the remedy But I think you
also would have to remove the barriers that had beeu ;lord by the State In the way of
an open student enrollment. so von would lime to have as elements of your remedy the
desegregatiou package. If you will that I hate ()Alined to my testimony That would have
to be In addition to addressing the educational component(Coogagt.i. Suppose the harriers are s tch that they are already In place in a very
physical way. Such na the location that the school board chose to put new atboots, the
expansion of black schools to accommodate a gruwlue black population. rather than haring
those additiormi hinek students eo to neightorhood white schools. and so forth What would
be the appropriate reined c In these circumstances',

Mr. Itgrxot.ns. Well, In the abstract I would have to say that certainly some combination
of those remedies that I have addressed on pages 13 and 1 of my testimony

(Cogsant.I. They are what, again?
Mr. ItnyNokna. The volontarc at dent assignment provam magnet schools, and enhanced

curriculum requirements. faculty incentives, In-service training programs for teachers and
administrators. school closings If yet have excess capacity, or nett constrction -.here
that mar be called fur. not suggesting to You that a an exhaustive list. but certainly
the relief fashioned should include some or all of those elements and maybe more.

(Continued)
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The Department's legal position, then, is at odds with the established
law that the measure of the adequacy of a desegregation order iswhether it "works." The articulation of the Administration's policyis
not-simply-theoretical, ho'wev. IfisiVeial-fecent cases, the Depart-ment has abruptly reversed positions, and accepted desegregation
plans previously denounced as totally inadequate."

A change in legal analysis has also been proffered as the reason forthe Department's changing sides in the Seattle case. 65 As a result, theAdministration is now in a position of supporting the dismantling ofwhat seenis to be a successfully implemented school desegregationplan. "
The Seattle case also points to a central irony: while favoringlocal control in many instances, hero the Administration disfavors

the maintenance of traditional decision-making at the local school
board level, where it long has reposed in every st. te. The shift inposition also strikes a blow to the factors considered most important.to the success of desegregation planslocal initiative, support, andinvolvement.

Consistent with and supportive of the Administration's repudia-
tion of effective remedies is its refusal to uphold the principles ofseveral crucial Supreme Court cases. Particularly destructive to theeffort to eliminate officially sanctioned and fostered segregation is
(Continued)

ICogNatt). Are you suggesting that if a community Intentionally chooses sites for itsschools that create a segregated syatem, and those seheols are built, there should be noremedy that actually desegregates those facilities other than on a voluntary basis?Mr. Itglsoms. I think, using those components that I mentioned to you. I would saythat would be the proper way to address the problem. I think that every kid in Americahas a right to an integrated education where he wants It, especially if you have a de juresituation. I don't think that means that the Government can compel an integrated educa-tion. I don't think there's anything Ia the Constitution that suggests It can, or In anyother cases by the Supreme Court or the lower courts. Our remedies will be designed Inorder to help those kids that want to have an Integrated education to have It. We nre goingto remove whatever the artificial barriers are that the State has Imposed to permit thechildren to have that education.
With respect to forced basing, what we am saying is though, that we are not going tocompel -children- who do not want to choose to have integrated education to have one.I think what we have done in our remedial package is to add the component for thosechildren who do not choose to have the integrated education, those to he insured that theeducation that they get Is going to be In parity with and on a par with the education thateverybody else is getting. And that's why we think we ought to go back and look at whatBraun v. Board of Education said and focus on what its concern was, and say the educa-tional component is something that ought to be dealt with. And if there are children inthe system who don't choose to have an integrated education, they should have the sameeducation in the predomiustely onerase school. And if there are children In the systemthat do choose to have the integrated education, they ought to be allowed to have it. Theyought to he allowed to choose It wherever they want to, and the remedy that we haveput In place is going to insure that they get that,
Hearings, at p. 031-032.

Most striking is the case involving the city of Chicago. The Department has nowagreed to a plan which (If defines is 70 percent white school as permissibly desegregated,In a city with a white school population of 20 percent ; t2) delays any mandatory businguntil September Ma: t3) entbraces a set of voluntary desegregution techniques whichhad already failed In Chicago and has shown very minimal success in other areas of thecountry. Thus, the plan promises only minimal desegregation."%In State of liashinaton v. Seattle School District So. I, the Department has nowreversed the position it Is taking in the Supreme Court.
Originally. the Civil Rights Division Joined the City of Seattle In challenging the con-stitutioar'ity of a state-wide initiative which prohibited local school boards from tolun-tartly adopting mandatory school desegregation plans.In the district court and the Ninth Circuit, the Justice Department successfully arguedthat the initiative was unconstitutional since it created at racial classification by allowingschool busing for every purpose except desegregation. Moreover, the local school boardshowed that the initiative %%as anconstitationaliv tainted by the racially discriminatoryIntent of many of Its sponsors. motivated by invidious bias against minority persons andundesirous of associating with them.
Now claiming that education is a subjcst for State, as opuosed to local, control andexpressly releeting prier Department argamests. the new administration has asked theSprerne Court to reverse the ltnth Circuit and to uphold the constitutionality of the
si See testimony of Suzanne Rittman, Hearingsat p. 370 et seq.
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the Department's announced refusal to rely upon the "Keyes pre-
sumption." In Keyes v. School District No. 1, Denver, Colorado,8:
the Supreme Court held that once a court has found that substantial
segregation has been caused by school authorities, it may impute
(though not irrebuttably) the remaining segregation to school au-
thorities. Following this presumption, previous Administrations had
favored system-wide remedies in both the North and South, and had
supported transportation remedies necessary to effectuate system-
wide relief.

The significance of this new position is not only that the Depart-
ment is tailing to uphold the law; by seeking only partial relief (in
only part of the school system), residential instability will be fos-
tered, as white parents seek to enroll their children. in schools not
touched by desegregation. Furthermore, with only a fraction of a
district involved, meaningful desegregation may not be possible.

In one respect, the Department has stated an interest in expanding
enforcement activities where schools are de facto racially imbal-
anced, (i.e. not as a result of intentional state action) and resources
are significantly and intentionally allocated discriminatorily, the
Department will challenge this allocation as a constitutional viola-
tion.

Another witness confirmed the existence of the problem of intra-
district inequities:

A. new and emerging area of research is called the study of intradistrict
Inequalities. I am speaking now of the per student support that varies within
the same school district from one school to another, not between school dis-
tricts but within the same school district.

I would say in the last 2 or 3 years at the most there have been more schol-
arly analyses of this question than have been published in all our history, and
It will I think expand. It tries to face up to a very specific question, namely
are schools attended by poor and minority children being shortchanged by
local school districts in the way that Federal, State, and local finances and
funds are distributed from school to school?

In 1966. the Coleman report. reported that there were no significant dif-
ferences as between schools that were attended by minority students and those
by whites. But in the last 2 or 3 years enough evidence Las accumulated to
put that misconception aside. So what we are finding out more and more is
that urban schools, especially, are typified by a very significant inequality in
the amount of resources.`

Theoretically, the Subcommittee welcomes this approach; however,
the remedies appropriate to this kind of violation cannot suffice for
those appropriate to de jure violations. If a community has not only
intentionally segregated its schools, but also intentionally short-
changed minority schools, a settlement assuring the upgrading of
minority schools is inadequate. Nevertheless, there are indications that
the Department is considering such solutions in several cities.

2. OMISSIONS AND FAII.VRES TO raomo

The Attorney General has cautioned that this change in direction
should not be taken "as a signal that the Department of Justice will
not vigorously prosecute any governmental attempt to foster segre-
gation. We will not countenance any retrenchment here . . ."

87 413 C.S. ISO 11973).
64 Testimony of Meyer Weinberg. Hearings at p. 404.
" Speech before the American Law Institute. May 22, 1981.
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Nevertheless, the record thus far indicates that the federal govern-
ment has done very little to fulfill this warning not to discriminate.
No investigative initiatives have been announced, (for either de jureor de facto cases), no enforcement priorities have been set and prior
cases poised for prosecution have lain dormant.9°

The policies of the Department, combined with these omissions,
--reverse the historic role of the Department. Previously eager to at

lthist_present the image of a strong enforcer of the civil rights statutes
and the rights of minorities, the .Department has given up all illusionof such a role. Its actions and omissions signal that the Civil Rights
Division now has become a negative force, providing solace to thosewho have violated and will continue to violate among the most impor-tant laws of this nation.

3. FINANCIAL SUPPORT

The primary instrument for federal financial support for school de-segregation hat: been through the Emergency School Aid Act(ESAA).°2 That law authorized financial assistance for two purposes:
To meet needs occasioned by the elimination of minority group segregationand discrimination amongelementary and secondary school students and faculty ;and
To encourage voluntary reduction or prevention of minority group Isolationin schools with substantial proportions of minority group students.
Many of the voluntary desegregation options favored by this Ad-ministration had been funded by g: ants under this program, such asmagnet schools, pairing of schools with colleges and businesses andconstruction of neutral site schools.92 Nevertheless, changes in the lawand funding levels have ensured that these activities will diminish ifnot disappear in many communities.For exampe, the funding for fiscalyear IOW for the entire State of Delaware is 50 percent less than the1981 ESAA funding just for the New Castle County school district.Even thr-e funds-may not be available to that district, since the law nolonger targets funds specifically to the purposes of the program."

PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AlIEND3IENTS

Several measures have been referred to this Subcommittee whichwould affect the ability of courts or agencies to order school desegre-gation remedies. Prominent among these is H.J. Res. 56, a proposedamendment to the Constitution introduced by Congressman Ron Mott].It provides:
No court of the United States shall require that any person be assigned to, orexcluded from, any school on the basis of race, religion, or national origin.
The meaning and effect of this measure are in dispute. Its sponsortestified that his purpose is simply to remove the remedy of court-ordered busing:

"Prosecution involving St. Louis, among others. reportedly has long been ready forenforcement action. See, for exnmple. Testimony of Tom Atkins. Hearings at p. 31.'Tbe Emergency School Aid Act is an official destination for Title VI of the Elemen-ta' and Secondary Education Act of 1965. ESAA was originally passed as Title VII ofthe Education Amendments of 1972. but the Education Amendments of 1078( Public Law95-561) made it part of ESAA beginning in fiscal year 1080.oFunding for the ESAA between 1973 and 1080 was never less than $215 million normore than $300.5 million.
"See CRS memorandum, "The Possible Impact of the Education Consolidation andImprovement Act of 1981 on Activities That Have Been Funded Under the EmergencySchool Aid Act," Hearings at p. 733 at seq.
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like you, believe that we have to desegregate the school systems that are
segregated. Ill It we have to use the proper remedy. The remedy I want to get
rid of is a remedy that has been a total failure in my opinion. That remedy is
courtordered busing."

Congressman Mottl disclaims any interest in barring other race-
conscious remedies." However, as the analysis submitted to the Sub-
committee_by the American Law Division of the Congressional Re-
search Service suggests, the resolution would bar federal courts from
ordering a wide range of race-conscious remedies traditionally used in
desegregation cases. These include not only busing, but also the re-
drawing of school attendance zones, neutral site selection for new
school construction, school consolidations, teacher assignments and so
forth.96

The Department's support for these race-conscious remedies puts it
at odds with the apparent broad reach of this proposal.

The Subcommittee concurs with the views expressed by many of our
witnesses, to the effect that proposals such as H.J. Res. 56 would nullify
judicial protection of the constitutional rights recognized in Brown v.
Board of Edru,ition. thereby inhibiting virtually all efforts to desegre-
gate the nation's public schools'?

STRATEGIES Fox El-FF.( 11%T )EsKonEo.VrioN

Perhaps the greatest value of the Subcommittee's hearings will be
its contribution to a better understanding of how to make a desegrega-
tion plan "work" for the students and the community. Effectiveness,
however. must be measured by different and sometimes competing
goals: the reduction of racial isolation: the avoidance of resegrega-
tion, and white Hight within schools and among school systems; im-
proved race relations: academic achievement ; and community support
for public education.

The pupil assignment plan is usually the key factor in shaping the
chances for a plan's success. The Subcommittee concurs with the find-
ings of the Vanderbilt ( "nit ersity study that pupil reassignment plans
are most likely to be effective across a range of goals when they :

Begin the desegregation of students at the earliest age possible :
Are mandator) but provide parents with educational options both within and

among schools. Magnet program can be effective when there are a substantial
number of minorit) students in a school system. They are most effective in
reducing racial isolation in the context of a mandatory plan ;

Enrich the enrric»lmn In all schools. not only in "magnet" schools;
Affect the entire communily and n11 ages of children simultaneously ; phasing

in plans results in greater resistance and exits from public schools. Plans such
as this by themselves trouble and encourage white night and generally destroy
confidences in their own systems;

Take into account the special needs of different racial and ethnic group,;
Encourage stability in teacher-student and student-student relationships and

otherwise reduce the uncertainties parents have about where their children will
attend and who will be responsible for their education ;

Retain a eritical mass" of students of any given race or ethnic group; that is,
1520 percent, in each school, if possible; and

"Testimony of Congressman Ron Nfottl. Hearings nt p. 14.
p. 15.

"See CRS. "Legal Analysis of H.J. lies. 56 . . H.J. Hearings at p. 729 et seq.
"Sundry Questions Regarding the Legal Effects o .. Res. 56 . .", Hearings at p. 729
cry Pfl,

0 For a fuller discussion of the implications of H.J. lies. 56. see Testimony of Tom
Atkins, Hearings at p. 38-40, Testimony of Julius Chambers, Hearings at p. 65-69.
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That percentage may vary by the character of minority population in the
school, the nature of residential patterns in the community and other factors."...._

But as the Director of that program emphasized, "Mixing students
by race and ethnicity establishes the basic conditions for desegregated
schooling, but it is what happens in schools and classrooms that deter-
mines student outcomes." "

Among-the -things school systems C0.11 do to improve achievement
and race relations, and avoid resegregation are :

Create schools and instructional groupings within schools of limited size that
provide supportive environments in which teachers can know most students and
can provide continuity in learning experiences. . . .

Develop multiethnic curriculums . . . (W]e often approach the problem of
human relations as a kind of separate activity, a brotherhood day or a once-a-
week session where there is an announcement that says that we will now talk
about human relations. These kinds of programs are not likely to be effective.

Make human relations the fundamental component of everything that is donein that school.
Maximize direct parental involvement in the education of their children.

(Sjchools are not used to doing such things. School desegregation places a special
demand on schools to take the initiative in seeking parents out. One of the
problems that, of course, is created by school desegregation is that parents
sometimes are at greater distances from the schools than they would otherwise be.

There is a rather simple answer to that in many communities and that is to
bring the school to the parents in the form of holding teacher-parent meetings,
PTA meetings, and the like in the school nearest the student's homes, in com-
munity centers and other places in the community such as, for example, a housing
project, if there is one involved, or in churches and the like.

Discourage interstudent competition while holding high and attainable expec-
tations for individual students.

Maintain discipline through clear rules of student behavior that are consist-
ently and fairly enforced.

Maximize participation in extracurricular programs that provide opportunities
for interracial interaction. That is somewhat more difficult than it sounds and
it means that school systems should plan earls to have effective interracial inte-
gration outside the classroom. If you want to have an interracial orchestra, for
example, you may have a strings program in primary schools.iw

As the discussion above indicates, increased flight of the middle class
from public schools can occur following desegregation. The Subcom-
mittee agrees with the Vanderbilt study that:

School systems can reduce the overall effects of middle class flight by providing
accurate and thorough information to parents, involving the community in the
development of the assignment plan, acting promptly, minimizing disruption,
actively recruiting private school parents, taking the offensive in providing news
to the media, creating incentives for integrated housing, and pursuing metropoli-
tanwide desegregation programs and plansincluding cross district voluntary
programsand providing diverse and advanced curriculums.'"

Clearly, all of these variables and strategies must be considered in
light of local conditions. No single plan is ideal. The degree of white
flight, for example differs dramatically from community to commu-
nity, and can and should influence the structure of the desegregation
plan. As one witness stated :

mu situations where a school district is three-quarters white and one-quarter
black, the problems of white flight are relatively small and containable, and that

""Testimony of Willis Hawley, Hearings at p. 420-421.
0 Ibid. at p. 421.
"4 Ibid.
10 Ibid at p. 422.
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makes things rather cheery since the public schools in the United States are 80-
some -odd percent majority, I guess. Most of the places that we are talking about
having problems with white flight is not because it will cripple a desegregation
plan.

When you get to a school district like DetroitI guess Detroit was probably
60 percent black at the time of Millikenin that situation the judge said we
cannot desegregate every school. So we %%ill write off half of the ghetto and de-
segregate the other half, creating schools that are about 50-50 black and white.
That is done. There was considerable white flight, but also considerable desegre-
gation, but not as much as you might wish.

When you get to a situation like contemporary Philadelphia where the public
schools I guess are close to 80 percent black, in that situation the kind of tradi-
tional desegregation plan is not going to work, and as far as I know no one is
going to ask for it.'"

CONCLusION

It has been said that the opposition to school desegration is premised
on a belief that even though public officials might well have violated the
law, the children should not be made to pay the price of the transgres-
sions. But, as the General Counsel for the NAACP stated :

The problem with that line of reasoning, , is that it ignores that the real
beneficiaries of school desegregation are the children. The black children who will
be prevented from attending classrooms and in school buildings made separate
and kept inferior by deliberate public policy of which they are fully aware;
white children who will be spared the crippling racial prejudice and hatred their
!areas in all too many instances grow old with and die withthe children
benefit. And what study after study shows is that where the old folks get out
of the way, the young folks can make it work.'

Where men and women of good will make the effort to make de-
segregation work, racial barriers can be dismantled beyond the class-
room, too, thereby richly rewarding the community. As the Super-
intendent Jay Robinson stated of his community :

In my opinion school integration has significantly contributed to the good race
relations and quality of life in Charlotte and Mecklenburg County . . .

I believe our community is a better place to live and the overall quality of our
schools is better today than it would have been if the Swann decision had never
been made . .

There is an air of optimism in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg schools. Morale and
expectations are high. I would prefer being superintendent in Charlotte-Mecklen-
burg to any large school system in this country. The major reason I feel this way
is that I sincerely believe we have successfully handled the problems of school
integration. In large measure we have put racial strife and bigotry behind us and
are concentrating on improving the quality of education for all our students.'"

Finally, these words of yet another witness put the issue into the
appropriate perspective:

Debates over school desegregation are often (laminated by myth, anecdotal war
stories, and pronrses of easy solutions. Desegregation has increased demands
on school sy stems and on communities. In some cases, this has resulted in unhappy
outcomes. In others, it has resulted in needed improvements in educational pro.
grams. While many of the shortcomings of public schools and many of the na-
tionwide demographic trends are blamed on school desegregation. the available
evidence indicates the costs of desegregation have been overstated and the benefits
have been underrecognized. In any case, it seems time to focus our attention
away from the past to what can be done to improve public schools.'"

1" Testimony of Robert Crain. Hearings at p. 412-413.
10 Testimony of Tom Atkins. Hearings at p. 44.
1" Testimony of Jag Robinson. Hearings at p. 18-19.
ied Testimony of Willis Hawley. Hearings at p. 423.



SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF MESSRS. HYDE,
SENSENBRENNER, AND LUNGREN

Few civil rights issues have been more divisive than forced busing
to achieve an arbitrary racial balance in our public schools. Dislike
for this practice exists in black and white communities alike, and is
growing. Columnist William Raspberry, an outspoken critic of forced
busing, has complained that the principal question which each of us
should ask is not whether this remedy has resulted in the desired racial
mix, but whether "anyoneincluding the NAACPhas done as much
as possible to improve the education of black children." "Color," he
goes on to say, "isn't the problem; education is."' We agree.

Tragically, "separate but equal" was once the law in the United
States, condoned by the Supreme Court in one of its least sublime
moments.' In 1954, it reevaluated the standard and correctly found
it wanting. Presented with cases from Virginia, Kansas, South Caro-
lina, and Delaware, in which public schools were segregated along
racial lines, the Court held in Brown v. Board of Education (Brown I)
that such facilities "are inherently unequal" 3 and therefore violative
of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. In a
subsequent decision based on a re-argument of the same case, the Court
granted wide, equitable discretion in the remedies from which district
courts miPht choose. The seed was thus planted for the unintended
busing difficulties which plague us today.'

In our judgment, Brown I:
[did] not decide that the federal courts are to take over or
regulate the public schools of the states. It [did] not decide
that the states must mix persons of different races in the
schools or must require them to attend schools or must
deprive them of their right of choosing the school they
attend. What it has decided, and all it has decided, is that
a state may not deny to any person on account of race the
right to attend any school that it maintains.'

Forced busing, then, began as a remedy to eliminate de jure seg-
gregation in limited parts of the country and, as it spread, soon
became part of a nationwide problem. In Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklen-
burg Board of Education," the Court upheld the decision of the district
court to utilize busing as an enforcement tool in implementing the
Fourteenth Amendment. Bus transportation, said the Court, "cannot
be defined with precision." 7 It is, however, "within [the district
court's] discretionary powers, as an equitable remedy for * * * par-
ticular circumstances." 8 On the other hand, the Court embraced the

William Raspberry, "Why is Busing the Only Route?" Washington Post. hearings at 8 pp. 12-13.
Ream v. Ferguson, 163 L.S. 537 (1896).
347 U.S. 483, 495 (1964).
Brown v. Board of Education (Brown II). 349 U.S..244-300 (1955).
Briggs v. Elliott, 132 P. Supp. 776, 777 (1955).

$ 402 U.S. 1 (1971).
7 Id., at 29.

Id., at 25.
(29)
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district court's finding in its August 3, 1970 memorandum decision
that:

this court has not ruled, and does not rule that "racial
balance" is required under the Constitution; +nor that all
black schools in all cities are unlawful; nor that all school
boards must bus children or violate the Constitution; nor
that the particular order entered in this case would be correct in
other circumstances not before this court. (Emphasis in
original) 9

While sustaining the decision to bus students in Swann, the Court
took pains to note as well that lain objection to transportation of
students may have validity when the time or distance of travel is so
great as to either risk the health of the children or significantly
impinge on the educational process." '9

We believe this point of overkill has been reached far too often in
recent years. The zeal of some federal judges, encouraged by groups
purporting to represent the educational interests of minority children,
has, in far too many cases, substituted litigation for education, and
helped produce near fatal funding deficiencies in local school systems.
This tactic instead has raised the counterproductive specter of re-
segregation due to "white flight", a phenomenon which cannot be
ascribed solely to racial prejudice. On the contrary, the controlling
factors are not so much racism as the natural inclination of parents to
have their chil dren attending schools close to the home setting, com-
bined with the perception, if not the reality, that crime and harassment
are more prevalent, and academic standards less stringent, in schools
located in the inner-city. These are very real fears which mere rhetoric
cannot dispel.

In hearings before this Subcommittee, witnesses expressed their
concern about the disruptive effect of forced busing. Dr. Nathan
Glazer, a social scientist from Harvard University, testified that:

DI Boston, to take one particularly hard case, after seven
years of court-ordered and administered forced racial as-
signment of students, the school system has lost many
thousands of whiteand blackstudents, costs have risen
greatly, and the reputation of the school system is as bad as it
has ever been."

Reinforcing Dr. Glazer's assertion that middle-class blacks have
begun to join whites in fleeing urban schools victimized by poor educa-
tional opportunities, the Washington Post, in one of a series of articles
on the growing black middle-class in suburban Washington, D.C.,
commented :

Education is in fact the reason many of the families, like
the white families who came to the suburbs before them, are
here. They were concerned that the District's public schools
were no good and hoped that the (suburban] Prince George's
system would be better.'2

Id at fn. 9.
d at 30-31

I) Hearings tSeptember 17, 1981), at p 47 111 fact, in a recent surveyof parental preferences in Chicago,
Illinois. released in December. 1981, by the National Opinion Research ( 'enter of the University of Chicago.
51 percent of all blacks sampled opposed forced busing to achieve .chool desegregation as did % Perron of
all lIkspanIcs (See Subcommittee Report.)

It Washington P9a, Oct. 5, 1981. page A-I.
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Unfortunately, when asked about the possibility that many blacks,like their white contemporaries, might have more concern for a better
education than they do for arbitrary statistical balances, Dr. Christine
Rossell, of Boston University, replied that such a view reflects "racist"
attitudes which some blacks held for other blacks.13 In other words,
to leave a school system because of concern for a quality education,
according to Dr. Rossell, is racist, if it means that the majority of
those left behind are black. In our view, subscribing racially prej-
udiced motives to parents who want acceptable academic challenges
for their children is overly simplistic and hardly professional. It is
further our view that, as we have said, most -parents who oppose
busing do so not because their child may sit next to a black child
'n school, but because they are distressed about the time which they
believe is wasted traveling to and from school, about the lack of
parental input possible in a school distantly located from the home,
about the safety factors which they see as inevitable in inner-city
environments, and about the resultant academic deterioration which
can only be heightened by high teacher turnover and diminished
financial resolve.

is iMoreover, it s ronic that so many advocates of forced busing
send their own children to exclusive private schools, often without
the benefit of exposure to many blacks."

Dr. David Armor, senior social scientist at the Rand Corporation
in Santa Monica, California, testified that scores of cities with court-
ordered busing have experienced white flight and resegregation.
Among them is Los Angeles, where a study has revealed that opposi-
tion to busing, once again, is spurred by educational rather than social
concerns. Among the other nontraditional venues lie named were
Denver, San Francisco, Omaha, Seattle, Oklahoma City, and Dallas.''

One of the best examples of the disaster busing can cause is pre-
sented by Memphis, Tennessee. The Subcommittee invited Mrs.
Maxine A. Smith, President of the Memphis Board of Education,
to appear before us on October 14, 1981. She claimed that the school
system in Memphis was no different in 1972 than it was before
Brown I in 1954.16 What she did not say was that many highly placed
blacks in Memphis have begun to question forced busing as a means
to Kircher socio-economic achievement. In 1970, the white enrollment

Memphisemphis amounted to 48.4 percent of the total, with blacks
making up the balance. In 1980, after a decade of court-ordered
busing the white percentage had shrunk to 24.7 percent; 17 in short,
"there [are] simply not enough white kids left to achieve any kind
of meaningful integration." 18

Why? Partly because 30,000 Memphis students were involvedin busing plans which took them out of their neighborhoods and
deposited them in one of 26 inner-city schools."' As we have seen,
those with economic alternatives, regardless of race, often opt out
of the social "experiment" and into what they know to be a quality
academic environment. As a consequence, the blacks left behind
frequently find themselves bused from predominantly black schools
near their homes to predominantly black schools across town, a

13 Hearings, Sept. 23,1981, at p. 233.
II One former congressman. long a staunch supporter of ising to achieve racial balance (and now a judge

on a federal circuit court), was heard to Justify his decision to send his daughter to an exclusive privateschool rather than rely on the District of Columbia's mostly black system with the comment; "She wasn't
ge:stiggne:31.nsdepoft.et213t=cptullgnItee I thought she needed . . . ."

also
" Hearings, Ott. 14, 1981, at p. 324.
" Id., at 5.
n David Dawson, "Charade on Wheels", Memphis Magazine, October, 1981, at 40." Id., at 41.
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result which benefits no one. Dr. Willie Herenton, who appeared
before the Subcommittee on another matter unrelated to is both black
and superintendent of the Memphis public schools. He has been quoted
elsewhere as saying that:

There are many segments of the black community [in
Memphis) who are unhappy with busing. Initially, I sup-
ported busing. I don't ever want to kad- anyone to believe
that I am not in favor of desegregated educational settings
in the schools; I am. However, I am a pragmatist. What we
are doing today, busing, simply has not worked."

Even an aplologist for liberal causes such as the Washington Post
has begun to waiver in its across-the-board support for forced busing.
In an editorial published just last May, it concluded:

The issue of school segregation has moved well beyond
the original context: to ensure that all children, regardless
of race, have the right to go to any public school they are
eligible to attend. The real threat to children today is not
so much official segregation as plain bad schools, especially
in big cities where black students commonly make up more
than three quarters of the public school population.2'

We deplore and positively- reject any suggestion that a return to the
kind of educational environment which existed before Brown I is
appropriate under any circumstances. We are painfully aware, though,
how easy it is to focus on racism as the principal motivating factor
behind dissatisfaction with forced busing. We are equally aware that
such charges, while unfair and clearly designed to be intellectually
intimidating, also tend to ignore the crippling effect that busing can
have, and has had, on many of our nation's secondary school systems.

We would urge courts and schools authorities to place more emphasis
on incentive systems designed to encourage the best teachers to locate
in majority-black environments, "magnet schools" to lure academi-
cally oriented students into schools with racially mixed student popu-
lations, and voluntary systems which permit students, at public
expense and regardless of race, to attend the school of their choice.n

We agree with Dr. Armor's complaint that voluntary plans, in
particular, have not been given sufficient opportunity to succeed;
it is therefore misleading to assail them as ineffective..-1 Failure on the
part of the Executive and the courts to heed this clear public prefer-
ence will inevitably lead to a change in the lawprobably by consti-
tutional amendment. It is important to stress that it is not busing
which we oppose. It is "forced" busingthere is a significant differ-
ence. The former is merely transportation, the latter a form
of conscription which creates many more problems than it purports
to solve.

HENRY J. HYDE.
F. JAMES SENSENBRENNED, Jr.
DANIEL E. LUNDEEN.

ts Id., at 41-42.
2 1 Washington Post, May 7. 1901 (editorial).
ts The Supreme Court's holding In Green V. County School Boort!. 391 11.8. 430 0908), has often been cited

in support ofthe proposition that voluntary plans are nnscreptable. That is not our reading, nor Ls it tho
opinion of the Court Itself. In Green, the voluntary plan under attack failed because students in Just two
grades, the first and eighth, were required to choose between one of the two schools in ruralNew Kent Conn.
ty, Virginia. Though all others had the option to choose, they predictably did not, and were assigned to the
school they were already attending, each of which was racially segregated. The Court struckdown this"vol
untary plan" because it offered no "real promise of aiding a desegregation program" designed toachieve a

unitary. rather than a dual, school system (Greraint1).
The Court, althol II it had been urged to dLsfard voluntary plans, altogether, held that voluntary plans

were not unconstituL.onal (U., at 439). Ind the Court in Swann admitted that such plans"could be . .

valid remedial measureisi In some circums ces." (Swann, supra, at 13).
13 See fn. 13, supra. The Department Justice's present efforts in Chicago, Illinois, with a 17 percent

white student population, are designed give voluntarism a chance to Work.
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